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A waning moon in leo it felt fitting

to share this diary with you during

the Leo moon. To bring some fire

into your heart and light up your

passions. Let's get started. 

All my love and cosmic hugs, 

Stevie xxxx 



Over 7 souls have joined the

membership this last week I am

celebrating you and I also wanted to

share this coming week we have some

exciting things going on in the

membership! 

Welcome ! Lucia, Katey, Pauline,

Kelly, Rachel, Ange and Bryony. The

whatsapp group is glowing with

ventures and shares. It truly is the

community you want and need in your

back pocket. 



What you are missing out on in the

membership over this next month!

Meet with author and writer of

the wheel as we hold a one off

unique workshop on the 21st

September at 19:00. Reset and

recharge this equinox and learn

more about the pagan wheel &

witchcraft with Libra New Moon

Ritual from me.

22nd September 2022 Workshop

@ 12.00 

Mercury retrograde what

message it has for you

20th October at 19:30 

Abundance Activation Workshop

Ignite your abundance and money mindset to

increase your income, wealth and purse.   

We will be looking at things which are

holding back abundance in your chart and how

you can break the cycle to create new levels

of abundance in your life. 



The Waning Moon in Leo    
The waning moon is a time of reflection, letting go and giving
back. As you work towards your goals it's important to note
where your energy is going but also how you are moving
through. As we are in an earth sign of Virgo it felt fitting to
share this diary with you during the firey sign of Leo. To
awaken what it is you are working towards but more
importantly to remember your power. Where you focus your
power and how it supports you in your growth. Your light is to
be shone uniquely into the world. The universe is the canvas
on which you get to boldly display and share your life. How
are you lighting up your every day? 



MEET EMMA BEFORE
JOINING THE
MEMBERSHIP SHE KEPT
DOUBTING HERSELF +
WAS STRUGGLING WITH
LIMITING THOUGHT
PATTERNS WHICH WERE
HOLDING HER BACK. SHE
WAS READY TO DITCH
THE DOUBT AND
CONNECT DEEPER TO HER
INTUITION. 

EMMA NOW HAS MORE PEACE AND SHE CAN STEP
INTO NATURE AND HER INTUITION. 

SHE HAS BEEN USING THE MOON JOURNALS AND THEY
HAVE BEEN EYE OPENING, EMOTIONAL AND MAGICAL.
EMMA SAYS:- 

IT'S HELPING ME STAY ACCOUNTABLE. 

I'VE BECOME MORE DRIVEN AND WHEN I FEEL
FRUSTRATED. I NOW TAKE ACTION WITH BELIEF. 

I AM BEING KINDER TO MYSELF. 

I'VE LOVED SITTING UNDER THE MOON AND HAVING
CONNECTING TO MY SPIRITUAL SIDE MORE IT HAS
INCREASED MY CONFIDENCE AND WELLBEING. 

I'M OBSSESSED WITH WHATSAPP COMMUNITY AND
THE LADIES ARE A VIBE THAT I LOVE. I CAN BE MYSELF
AND IT FEELS ALIGNED WITH MY LIFE RIGHT NOW. 

IT'S MAGICAL, EMPOWERING AND INSPIRING.
 



Leo Energy  
The lionsgate portal was only last month. The posts
would have flooded your instagram feeds. 

I posted this post about portals. As much as I love a
manifestation energy to kickstart your dreams and
visions. 

I truly believe that it's about recognising the power
which lies within you. 

Your external world is a reflection of your internal world. 

The power which you give outside of yourself is merely a
reflection of what you are capable of. 

I adore Leo energy for this very reason. It is the season of
self recognition. 

It is the season to connect to how you wish to feel in
your heart and play that out every single day. 

Leo energy is about creativity, heart led action and being
bold. It won't make sense but you will feel incredibly
alive and bold when you go after the things that make
your heart sparkle. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/ChACPjCDSDZ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


Eyes on the prize. 

Feet on the ground. 

Heart set alight. 

 

 

 

Leo energy 

 



3 WAYS TO HARNESS THIS ENERGY 

Be the leading lady of your life. 1.
To claim your desires you have go to claim this big big energy

inside of you. Ask yourself these questions as you journal. 

What makes you shink or play small? 

How do these behaviours serve you and others? 

What impact are they having on your life? 

How can you step in and be this main character energy? 

It's time to assert your needs and express yourself fully.

When you act from your heart you can never go wrong. What's

holding you back from doing it? The recognition of how

brilliant you are comes from within. What makes you so wildly

magnetic? Follow that. 

2. Say no and put yourself first
Note down three things you said yes to this week that took

your energy. How would it of felt if you said no and put

yourself first? What holds you back from saying no? What

tweaks do you want to make to allow you to say no more to

thing which are no longer serving you? 



Saving the best until last 

3. Showcase your skills. 
The waning moon is all about giving back. I don't know about

you but now is a great time to give back and show what you

have to offer to the world. 

It's time to strut your stuff believe in yourself and do

everyone else a favour and be the true authentic version of

you. 

People love your light write down 5 things that make you feel

like you are giving back from the overflow that make you

happy. 

How can you connect deeper to doing those things that set your

heart alight and you can see in others how much you give back

from a place of light. From a place of you. 



Waning Moon  
In a physical sense the moon is
waning. Like the waxing phase yet
she is going away into darkness. 

Spiritually she is going into her
shadows recognising what holds
her back from shining and
retreating within. 

Where you thoughts go that hide
your own unique light they give
you a power to burn a little
brighter. They are your key to your
own success. 

The parts of you that keep you
small they are the parts which
allow you to harness your energy
and teach yourself a new way of
being. 

This part of the moon as she
ventures into the dark she takes
you with her. 

If you aren't dancing with your darkness

you can't grow or sustain your success. 



Darkness:   the partial or total absence of light:

You may be feeling there is a part of you that is holding you back.

You may call it imposter syndrome, self sabbatoage, fear, doubt and
worry creeping in.

You are not broken.

There is magic in this darkness. You know you may have heard me say
take the leap, go with it and this is the part where you take that feeling
by the hand and you get curious as to where its coming from.

Nurture that part of your soul, get to know her more and take her by the
lead to show her differently. Show her how she can take action and feel
safe.

Because these aren't your next chapter stories.

What if I told you I can help you with overcoming these and integrating
your dreams into your reality. This is exactly what we are looking at in
lunar activation programme.

To go live that life of your dreams, that you feel free, create space, play,
joy, the none of this makes sense but it's all working out (it's true for you
too).

Empowering you to make decisions not leaking your power to that
energy of indecisiveness and this mindset that doesn't serve you.

Here is how it's your responsibility to rewrite that narrative its only from
your darkness you can shine the brightest.

I want to you know that is possible for you. To create what you desire.

How can you take back your power today? It's your responsibility to hold
the darkness and shine the light. 



THIS IS LUCY. LUCY
BEFORE JOINING THE
MEMBERSHIP SHE WAS
PRACTISING
MANIFESTING AND
MINDSET WORK. 
LUCY WAS READY TO
STRETCH HER INTUITIVE
SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND
WAS LOOKING FOR A
SISTERHOOD WHO GOT
HER.

SINCE WORKING WITH STEVIE MY
MANIFESTATIONS HAVE SKY ROCKETED. I'VE
BEEN LIVING OUT VISION BOARD MOMENTS AND
MY BELIEF HAS INCREASED TO STEP DEEPER INTO
MY SPIRITUAL GIFTS.  

I HAVE FINALLY FOUND A COMMUNITY WHERE I
DON'T HAVE TO HOLD BACK. I LOVE CHECKING IN
WITH EVERYONE. 

THE COMMUNITY MAKES ME FEEL INSPIRED. 

I'VE FINALLY MET MY SISTERS WHO GET IT AND
GET ME. I FEEL SUPPROTED NOT HAVING TO
JUSTIFY MY BELEIFS TO THE NON BELIEVERS. 

THE MEMBERSHIP IS MAGICAL, EMPOWERING
AND INSPIRING. 



You are the author

of your story.



Your Waning Moon Activity is:- 

It is a time to recognise where you
are attaching yourself in your life. 

Place a tick next to the list below of
where you attach yourself to in life. 



Compassion 
Amount of money 
Confidence 
Type of material items you want to own 
Creativity 
Acceptance 
Patience 
Other souls 
Materials
Self-Love/Acceptance 
Spirit 
Work
Joy 
Happiness 
Feeling good
Purpose
Number/Metrics Financially and Performance
Talents 
Clients 
Employer 
Abundance 
Plans 
People 
Wellbeing Mental & Physical 
Partnerships 
Your Shine 

 

Tick or note down the words and activities
which you connect yourself to on a day to day
basis. 



Reflecting on your list note down these are the activities

where you want to focus and attach your energy to:- 
Compassion 
Confidence 
Creativity 
Acceptance 
Patience 
Love 
Self-Love/Acceptance 
Spirit 
Joy 
Happiness 
Feeling good 
Purpose 
Abundance 
Wellbeing Mental & Physical 
Partnerships 
Your Shine 

How many of these are you connected to? Write down where you

want to connect yourself deeper to these and how you can connect

deeper to them day to day.  To not overwhelm yourself write

down the ones that feel most important to you. 



You want to let go of these:-  
Materials 
Work 
Number/Metrics Financially and Performance 
Other souls 
Talents 
Type of material items you want to own 
Amounts of money 
Clients 
Plans 
People 
Employer 



Added Ritual:- 
Make a note and devote yourself to those
things that you want more of in your life
and recognise today how you can
connect deeper to those. 

Say them out loud or you can get a
whiteboard pen and note them down on
your mirror as a daily reminder of where
you wish your energy and recognition to
be. 



The Girl + The Moon Sisterhood 

Where spirit, nature and magic

unite. 

It doesn't have to end here. 



You've reached the end of your moon journals. 

Your journey doesn't have to end here. If you have

loved being here as much as I have loved creating it.

Why not come and join me and the 30 other sisters and

continue this journey with us. 

Picture this sharing your voice and dreams with

confidence + trust, activating your moon wishes and

visions boards to become your reality whilst squashing

any doubt or limiting belief in yourself. 

 

It's time for you to have an unwavering confidence of you

have got this.  You were made for this. 

To be unapologetically you and create moments of I

manifested it and my dreams are coming true moments with

a sisterhood behind you.



This is your permission

slip to dream big,

believe in yourself and

say yes to living life

your way! 



 Each and every month you get a
masterclass, moon journal + tips
direct from me. 

Which will help you transform
what is holding you back, stop
doubting yourself in its tracks and
overthinking things will become a
thing of the past. 

To living the life and dreams you
were made to right now! 



 
An unstoppable belief
system
 
Tools to kick imposter
syndrome to the curb.

Friendship 

I manifested it moments 

Get ready for 



 
An unstoppable belief
system
 
Tools to kick imposter
syndrome to the curb.

Friendship 

I manifested it moments 

Get ready for 



COME MAKE
YOUR DREAMS
COME TRUE WITH
US FOR £15 PM
BEFORE PRICE
RISES TO £20 PM
ON THE 30TH
SEPTEMBER 2022 



I noticed that you have seen my page checked out
The Girl + The Moon Membership, but haven’t quite
completed your purchase and it is absolutely ok and
in line with my beliefs that you work with me and my
offerings when it feels right for you.
 
That said, I wanted to check in with you to make sure
that you didn’t have any questions unanswered, and
that everything your end is working out ok?
 
I am committed to doing everything I can to help you
get the most from this programme. Whether you
have a question about how I teach, the content, the
time or maybe you want someone to chat through to
see how you can make this work. I’d love to hear from
you!
 
Hit reply to this email or if you want to join us on the
membership click here secure your place at £15 pm
until the price rises to £20 pm from 30th September
2022.

 

https://www.starsbystevie.com/thegirlandthemoon

